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Abstract
We introduce a technique  that we name continuation semantics for concurrency
CSC  which can be used to model both sequential and parallel composition in
interleaving semantics while providing the general advantages of the technique of
continuations We apply the CSC technique in designing operational and deno
tational models for two simple nonuniform concurrent languages L
syn
and L
asyn

L
syn
provides CSPlike synchronous communication L
asyn
provides a mechanism
for asynchronous communication The operational and the denotational models are
dened and related by using techniques from metric semantics
 Introduction
In this paper we present an approach to communication and concurrency based
on the concept of continuation We introduce a technique for operational
and denotational semantic design  that we name continuation semantics for
concurrency CSC  which can be used to model both sequential and parallel
composition in interleaving semantics while providing the general advantages
of the technique of continuations see eg 	
In the classic technique of continuations 
	 a program is conceptually
divided into a current statement and the remainder of the program The CSC
technique is based on a similar idea Intuitively it is a semantic formaliza
tion of a process scheduler simulated on a sequential machine Processes are
grouped in what we call following 	 continuation in the case of denotational
semantics and respectively resumption in the case of operational semantics
The term process is used here to denote a statement in the case of operational
semantics and respectively the partially evaluated meaning of a statement in
the case of denotational semantics At every moment there is only one active
c
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process Each process remains active only until it performs an atomic action
Next another process taken from the continuation resumption is planned
for execution In this way it is obtained the desired interleaving behavior for
parallel composition Continuations and resumptions may be equipped with
appropriate partial ordering relations which can be used to model the var
ious combinations of sequential and parallel composition operators needed
in applications
When the direct approach to concurrency is followed one has to dene
explicitly various operators for sequential and parallel composition Such op
erators are used to manipulate nal yields of a denotational semantics function
The denotational models given in this paper do not rely on explicit operators
for sequential and parallel composition When the CSC technique is used
the semantic designer reasons in terms of partially evaluated meanings of pro
grams and shared data structures and communication information rather than
in terms of nal yields of denotational semantics In this way a denotational
model can capture more accurately the various operational subtleties
In this paper we apply the CSC technique in designing operational and de
notational models for two simple nonuniform concurrent languages L
syn
and
L
asyn
 The language L
syn
provides CSPlike 	 synchronous communication
L
asyn
incorporates the mechanism of asynchronous communication studied in
	 As explained in 	 this form of asynchronous communication can be
encountered in concurrent constraint programming 	 and also in other lan
guages like dataow or asynchronous CSP L
asyn
extends the paradigmatic
language studied in 	 with recursion The operational models given in this
paper are based on transition systems dened in the style of structured oper
ational semantics of Plotkin 	 The mathematical domains we use in the
denition of the denotational models are complete metric spaces 	
For the development of our ideas we have chosen the methodology ofmetric
semantics 	 developed by Jaco de Bakker and his research group the
Amsterdam Concurrency Group In this aproach to semantics one can dene
mathematical objects and establish the precise relationship between them by
making use of Banachs theorem 	 which states that contracting functions
on complete metric spaces have unique xed points The use of contractions
to characterize a variety of semantic models has been advocated in 	 and
has proven its usefulness in relating operational and denotational models We
need the theory developed by America and Rutten in 	 for solving reexive
domain equations in a category of complete metric spaces as continuations
in the CSC approach are elements of a complete space which is the solution of
a domain equation where the domain variable occurs in the lefthand side of a
function space construction For a comprehensive presentation of the metric
approach to semantics the reader may consult the monograph 	
By using techniques from metric semantics we obtain a relation of the
form SemOD where Sem is a simple injection between the operational
model O and the denotational model D for L
syn
 For L
asyn
the two models are
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proved to be equal ie OD We employ lineartime domains for all semantic
models presented in this paper and use only basic techniques in relating the
operational and the denotational semantic functions for L
syn
and L
asyn

 Notation and mathematical preliminaries
The notation x X introduces the set X with typical element x ranging
over X For any set X we denote by jXj the cardinal number of X jXj  
means that X is empty jXj  means that X is nite and jXj  means
that X is an innite set For X a set we denote by P

X the collection of all
subsets of X which have property  We assume known the notion of partially
ordered set We recall that given a partially ordered set X
X
 an element
x  X is said to be maximal if there are no elements strictly greater than x
in X that is if x 
X
y then y 
X
x in which case x  y
Let f  XY be a function The function ffyxg  XY  is dened
for xX yY  by ffyxgx

  if x

x then y else fx

  
If f  XX and fx  x we call x a xed point of f  When this xed
point is unique see theorem  we write x  fixf
The study presented in this paper takes place in the mathematical frame
work of bounded complete metric spaces We assume known the notions of
ultra metric space isometry distance preserving bijection between metric
spaces we denote it by 


 and completeness of metric spaces The reader
may inspect any standard textbook on metric topology or the monograph 	
for further details
A simple example of ultrametric space can be obtained by endowing an
arbitrary set a b A with the socalled discrete metric d
A
 d
A
 AA 	
is dened as follows d
A
a b  if a  b then  else   
If X d
X
 Y d
Y
 are metric spaces we recall that a function f XY is
a contraction if there exists a constant k  R with   k   such that for
all x

 x

 X d
Y
fx

 fx

kd
X
x

 x

 The function f is called non
expansive if for all x

 x

 X d
Y
fx

 fx

  d
X
x

 x

 In the sequel
we denote the set of all kcontracting nonexpansive functions from X to Y
by X
k
Y X

Y 
Theorem  Banach Let X d
X
 be a complete metric space Each con
tracting function f  XX has a unique xed point
Denition  Let X d
X
 Y d
Y
 be ultra metric spaces On x X
fXY the function space x y	XY the cartesian product
u vXtY the disjoint union of X and Y  and U V PX the power
set of X one can dene the following metrics
a d


X
 X X 	
d


X
x

 x

 


 d
X
x

 x


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b d
XY
 XY  XY  	
d
XY
f

 f

  sup
xX
d
Y
f

x f

x
c d
XY
 X  Y  X  Y  	
d
XY
x

 y

	 x

 y

	  maxfd
X
x

 x

 d
Y
y

 y

g
d d
XtY
 X t Y  X t Y  	
d
XtY
u v 
if u vX then d
X
u v else if u vY then d
Y
u v else   
e d
H
 PX PX 	 d
H
is the socalled Hausdor distance
d
H
U V   maxfsup
uU
du V  sup
vV
dv Ug
where duW inf
wW
du w and by convention sup inf
We recall that given a metric space X d
X
 a subset A of X is called
compact whenever each sequence in A has a convergent subsequence with
limit in A We will use the abbreviations P
co
 P
nco
 to denote the power
set of compact nonempty and compact subsets of 
In the sequel we will often suppress the metrics part in domain denitions
In particular we will write


X instead of X d


X

Theorem  Let X d
X
 Y d
Y
 d


X
 d
XY
 d
XY
 d
XtY
and d
H
be as in
denition 		 In case d
X
 d
Y
are ultrametrics so are d


X
 d
XY
 d
XY
 d
XtY
and d
H
 If in addition X d
X
 Y d
Y
 are complete then


X XY 
X

Y  X Y X t Y  P
co
X and P
nco
X with the metrics dened above
are also complete metric spaces
 Synchronous communication
The syntax of L
syn
is given in BNF in  The basic components are a set
v V ar of variables a set e Exp of expressions a set c Chan of
communication channels and a set x PV ar of procedure variables
Denition  Syntax of L
syn
 Let a Act  v  e j cv j ce
a Statements s Stat  a j x j ss j ss j sks
b Guarded statements g GStat  a j gg j gs j gkg
c Declarations D Decl  PV arGStat
d Programs  L
syn
 Decl  Stat
The language L
syn
provides assignment v  e recursion sequential com
position ss parallel composition sks nondeterministic choice ss and
synchronous communication The constructs ce and cv are as in Occam 	
Synchronized execution of two actions ce cv occurring in parallel processes
results in the transmission of the value of the expression e along the channel c
from the process executing the ce statement to the process executing the cv
statement The latter assigns the received value to the variable v
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The syntax of expressions eExp is left unspecied but we assume that
they have no side eects and their evaluation always terminates The evalu
ation of expressions is modeled by a function V ExpStateV al where
 V al is some set of values and  StateV arV al is a set of states
The approach to recursion is based on declarations For technical reasons
procedure bodies are guarded statements Intuitively this means that recursive
calls are always preceded by some guarded statement which by clause b has
to start with an elementary action a  Act in procedure bodies Programs
in L
syn
are pairs consisting of a declaration and a statement For the sake of
brevity and without loss of generality we assume given some xed declaration
D Decl and all considerations in any given argument refer to this xed D

 Operational semantics O
The operational semantics of L
syn
is dened by means of a transition relation
embedded in a deductive system in the style of Plotkins structured operational
semantics 	 We use a partially ordered set of process identiers in the
denition of congurations of the transition relation for L
syn

Denition 
a We use a set  Id  f g

of process identiers equipped with the
following partial ordering   

i 

 	i

				i
k
for some i

 			 i
k

f g k 	 
b We dene a function max  PIdPId by
maxA  fj is a maximal element of A
A
 g
where A  PId and 
A
is the restriction of  to the subset A of Id
Thus Id is the set of all nite possibly empty 
 sequences over f g and
  

i  is a prex of 

 Throughout this paper we use the symbol 	 as
a concatenation operator over sequences
We can represent treelike structures over Id as suggested below

	 	
		 		 		 		
h
h
h
h
h
h














Let A  f 	 	 		 		 		 		g The maximal elements of
A
A
 are exactly the leaves of the tree maxA  f		 		 		 		g
As their name suggests the elements of the set Id will be used for the
unique identication of processes
The partial ordering  dened on Id will play a more subtle role in the
semantic modelings given in this paper  will be used to implement the
semantics of sequential composition in the presence of parallelism see also
the explanations following denition  Based on our experiments with the

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CSC approach reported in 	 we mention that if we replace the general
sequential composition operator in L
syn
and L
asyn
 with CCSlike 	 action
prexing the partial ordering relation dened on Id is no longer necessary
Also for languages with process creation it is more appropriate to use another
partial ordering Obviously the structure of congurations depends upon the
particular application
The congurations of the transition relation for L
syn
contain statements
process identiers resumptions communication information and states
Denition 
a Let r R  Idf
gStat and idRPId idrf j r 
g
Throughout this paper we will use the symbol 
 to denote undened
values The set r Res R of resumptions is dened as follows
Res  fr j r  R j idr jg
b Congurations t ConfStatIdResState ResState
where    f
g  Chan V al For easier readability we denote
typical elements c 	 of Chan  V al by c We say that a congura
tion t is derivable if either t  Res  State or if t  s  r  	 
Stat Id Res  State then   idr and   maxfgidr
Let t Conf

be the set of derivable congurations We say that a con
guration t is consistent if it is derivable and either tResState or
tStatIdResf
gState Let tConf

Conf

 be the set of
consistent congurations
The set r Res of resumptions contains all mappings r of the type r 
Idf
gStat such that r  Stat 
 only in a nite number of points
 Id Thus each resumption contains a nite number of processes ie
statements  Stat A conguration of the form s  r  	 is called derivable
if r contains no process with identier  and  is a maximal element of
fg idr s  r  	 is called consistent if  
 Any conguration of the
form r 	 is derivable and consistent
The operational semantics for L
syn
is based on a transition relation  
Conf

ResState with elements t t

	   written in the notation t t


Our restriction to Conf

and ResState in the denition of  is justied
in b and c We will use the following convention
t



t

is an abbreviation for
t

 t

t

 t

Denition  Transition system for L
syn
 T
syn
 The transition relation for
L
syn
is the smallest subset of Conf

 ResState satisfying the axioms and
rules below In axiom A 

 fV evg in axiom A	 

 fvg
and in rule R
   V e
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A v  e  r 
 	 r 

	
A	 cv  r c 	 r 

	
R
 ce  r 
 	

r  rf
 g c 	 maxidr  fg  
R x  r  	

Dx  r  	
R s

s

  r  	

s

  r  	
R s

s

  r  	

s

  r  	
R s

s

  r  	

s

 	 rfs

g  	
R s

ks

  r  	

s

 	 rfs

	g  	
R s

ks

  r  	

s

 	 rfs

	g  	
R r 	

r  rf
 g 
 	   maxidr
Some explanations are necessary

A conguration s  r  	 contains one active process s with identier 
The other processes are contained in the resumption r Any process remains
active only until it performs an atomic action see A and A Next
another process taken from r is planned for execution rule R In this
way it is obtained the desired interleaving behavior for parallel composition

The synchronous communication mechanism of L
syn
is modeled in rules A
and R When a ce send statement is encountered an inference process
is started in rule R searching for a corresponding cv receive state
ment The communication information is stored temporarily in the  eld
of the conguration A transition is possible axiom A only if a corre
sponding cv statement is found The condition maxidrfg  
in rule R expresses the natural fact that the sending process having
identier  can not communicate with itself The identier of the receiv
ing process is some maximal element  of idrfg such that   

The sequential execution of s

and s

is enforced in rule R by the fact
that   	 ie   	 and   	 Thus the execution of s

can
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only begin after the completion of the execution of s

 The statements s

and s

in a s

ks

construct see rules R and R are executed in an
interleaved fashion since 	 and 	 are incomparable ie neither 		
nor 		 Rules R R and R should be read in conjunction with
R and R where only maximal elements are selected for execution
The complexity measure c introduced in  will be used in all inductive proofs
given in the present section As explained eg in 	 a function such as c is
welldened due to our restriction to guarded recursion b c
Denition  Complexity measure The function c  StatN is given by
ca 
cx   cDx
cs

s

 cs


cs

ops

 maxfcs

 cs

g op  f kg
Denition 
a We use the notation t to express the fact that t has no transitions
ie there is no t

such that t t


b Let r

 	
 If t  fr

gState we say that t terminates
c If t and t does not terminate then we say that t blocks
It can be decided by induction on cs whether s  r c 	  Next by
R it can be decided whether ce  r 
 	 and naly by induction
on cs it can be decided whether s  r  	  Also r

 	 and for
r r

 r 	 if and only if maxidr  r  rf
 g 
 	 
We use socalled lineartime semantic domains  based on the constructions
X

and X


dened in   for all operational and denotational functions
given in this paper
Denition 	 Let x X be a nonempty complete space The spaces X

and X


are dened by the domain equations X



f
g t X 


X


X




f
g t fg t X 


X


 
 models the empty sequence  is used to
model deadlock The elements of X

are nite or innite sequences over X
The space X


also contains nite sequences over X followed by  Instead of
x

 x

 			 x
n
 
						 x

 x

 			 x
n
 						 and x

 x

 					 we write x

x

			x
n

x

x

			x
n
 and x

x

			 respectively
The equations isometries to be precise deningX

andX


have unique
solutions which are complete metric spaces The way of solving such domain
equations in a metric setting was rst described in 	 and further elaborated
in 	 By endowing X in  with the discrete metric we obtain a Bairelike
metric see eg 	 on X

and X



Denition 
 Operational semantics O for L
syn

a We put W P
O
 P
nco
State


 and let w range over w State




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b Let S Sem
O
 Conf

P
O
and let   Sem
O
Sem
O
be given by
St 







f
g if t terminates
fg if t blocks
f	Sr 	 j t r 	g otherwise
c We put O  fix and dene O		  StatStateP
O
by
Os		  Os 
 r

 
 	
We give some explanations on denition 

One can prove that T
syn
is nitely branching ie for all tConf

the set
fr 	 j t r 	g is nite and thus it induces a compact operational se
mantics see eg 	 in three steps First for all s  r c 	Conf

 and
next for all s  r 
 	 Conf

 by induction on cs and nally for all
r 	 Conf

 by using the fact that maxidr is a nite set

Our restriction to Conf

in b is justied by a and c

 is contracting and thus it has a unique xed point in particular due to
the 	 			step in its denition for each WP
O
 	W  f	w j w  Wg
Lemma 
a s 
 r

 
 	 is a consistent conguration  Conf


b If t

is derivable and t



t

then t

is also derivable
c If t

is derivable and t

 t

then t

ResStateConf


Proof We only prove c First one can check by induction on cs that
if s  r c 	 t

then t

ResState and so if ce  r 
 	 t

then
t

ResState by rule R Next one can prove by induction on cs that
if s  r  	 t

then t

ResState Finally by using this result and rule
R we infer that if r 	 t

then t

ResState 
Examples  a We want to compute Ou  kv  w  		 Let


 fug 

 

fvg 

 

fwg 


 fvg By rules R R
and R of T
syn
denition 
 we have
u  kv  w   
 r

 
 	

ukv  r

fw
g 
 	
ukv  r

fw
g
 	

u	 r

fw
gfv	g
 	
ukv  r

fw
g
 	

v	 r

fw
gfu	g
 	
Now by A and R we obtain
u 	 r

fw
gfv	g 
 	 r

fw
gfv	g 

	
r

fw
gfv	g 

	

v	 r

fw
g
 

	 
  	
v 	 r

fw
g 
 

	 r

fw
g 

	
r

fw
g 

	

w 
 r

 
 

	
w 
 r

 
 

	 r

 

	

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In a similar fashion we can infer the following transitions
v 	 r

fw
gfu	g 
 	 r

fw
gfu	g 


	
r

fw
gfu	g 


	 r

fw
g 

	
r

fw
g 

	 r

 

	
So we obtain
Oukvw		
Oukvw 
 r

 
 	f





 






g
b We compute now Ocvkcv		Ocvkcv 
 r

 
 	
Let 

 fvg 

 fvg By R and R we have
cvkcv 
 r

 
 	

cv  r

fcvg 
 	
cvkcv 
 r

 
 	

cv  r

fcvg 
 	
We see that cv  r

fcvg 
 	 and by R and R
cv  r

fcvg 
 	

c  r

fcvg 
 	
cv  r

fcvg 
 	

v  r

fcvg 
 	
By R
 A	 and A we have
c  r

fcvg 
 	

cv  r

 c 	
cv  r

 c 	 r

 

	
v  r

fcvg 
 	 r

fcvg 

	
By rule R r

fcvg 

	

cv  r

 
 

	 and cv  r

 
 

	 
So we obtain Ocvkcv 
 r

 
 	f

 

g

	 Denotational Semantics D
The denotational semantics function D for L
syn
is of the type D  Sem
D

StatD where D is dened by the following system of domain equations
isometries between complete metric spaces to be precise
D


IdCont

StateP
D
 Cont


Idf
g t


D Cont is the domain of continuations
p P
D
 P
nco
fg t State


we also let q range over q fgState

In the equations above the sets Id State f
g and fg are endowed with the
discrete metric see section  which is an ultrametric The composed metric
spaces are built up using the composite metrics of denition  To conclude
that such a system of equations has a unique solution up to isometry we
rely on the theory developed in 	 The solutions forD and Cont are obtained
as complete ultrametric spaces In the denition of the denotational semantics
D for L
syn
 we need two auxiliary operators  and 

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Denition    P
D
P
D
P
D
are dened by
p

 p

fq j q  p

 p

 q g  f j   p

 p

g
p

 p

fq j q  p

 p

 q 
g  f
 j 
  p

 p

g
Also  

 P
D
P
D
P
D
is dened by
p



p

 if  
 then p

p

else p

p


It is easy to check that  and 

 are welldened nonexpansive
associative and commutative
Denition  Denotational semantics D for L
syn

a Let Id  ContPId be given by Id  f j  
g We dene
C

ContStateP
D
 C
	
ContChanV alStateIdP
D
by
C

 
if jIdj then f
g else let AmaxId in
if jAj then f
g else 
A
f
 g
   
C
	
c   
if jIdj then f
g else let AmaxId  fgnfg in
if jAj then f
g else 
A
f
gc   
b We dene  Sem
D
Sem
D
for S  Sem
D
StatD by
 Sv  e   if  
 then 	

	C



 else f
g 
 Sce   if  
 then 	C
	
c   else f
g 
 Scv  
if  
 then fg else
if c then fvg	C

fvg else f
g  
 Sx    SDx 
 Ss

s

    Ss

	fSs

g 
 Ss

s

    Ss

 

 Ss

 
 Ss

ks

    Ss

	fSs

	g 

 Ss

	fSs

	g 
where in rst clause 

fV evg and in second clause V e
c We put Dfix  Let 

	 
 We dene D		StatStateP
D
by
Ds		  Ds



 
Denition  is justied by lemma  and  The proofs are given
in the appendix

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Lemma 
a The mappings C

and C
	
as introduced in 
	 are welldened
b 

 

 Cont  dC



 C



  d

 


c 

 

 Cont  dC
	


 C
	


  d

 


Lemma  For each SSem
D
 sStat Id Cont  and State
a  Ss   P
D
it is welldened
b  Ss is nonexpansive in 
c  is


contractive in S
We give some explanations on denition 

In the CSC approach the denotational semantics function takes as argu
ment a continuation which is a conguration of partially evaluated mean
ing functions Each meaning function in a continuation may be seen as an
idle computing entity waiting for its own continuation These computing
entities are planned for execution by the denotational semantics func
tion according to some scheduling strategy

In the denotational model we use silent steps denoted by the symbol 
  State to model communication attempts They are needed in our
present metric setting in order to achieve the contractiveness of  

A successful communication is composed of two phases a  step a send
attempt followed by a state transformation action executed by some re
ceiving process Single  steps are used to model deadlock They can only
be produced by unsuccessful communication attempts and they are removed
from the yield of the denotational semantics as long as there are alternative
computations This is expressed in the denition of  which governs the be
havior of the system in usual states  governs the behavior of the system
in those states where a send statement ce have been executed and a cor
responding receive operation cv is expected No other action is possible
In such states the  parameter of the denotational semantics contains tem
porarily some communication information c The computation stops if
no process is able to execute the corresponding receive operation This is
marked by the empty sequence 
 in the yield of the denotational seman
tics In those states where synchronization succeeds by the contribution of
some process  removes the eventual 
s from the yield of the denotational
semantics

The operational model dened in section  does not distinguish in gen
eral between simple assignment and successful communication A success
ful communication is essentially a distributed assignment In the denota
tional model a successful communication is composed of two phases a
 step followed by a state transformation action However in our denota
tional model  steps are not only used to model communication attempts
Rather the execution of a simple assignment statement ve is also pre
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ceded by a  step One may consider that in our denotational semantics the
execution of each assignment statement is treated as a successful commu
nication This design decision was imposed by our aim to obtain a relation
of the form SemO  D between the operational model O and the deno
tational model D for L
syn
 where Sem is a simple injection In particular
this implies the correctness of D with respect to O see section 
Examples  a Let 

fug 



fvg 



fwg 


fvg
Du  kv  w  		  Du  kv  w  



 
 Du  kv  

fDw  
g
 
 Du  	

fDw  
gfDv  	g
 
Dv  	

fDw  
gfDu  	g
 
We have
Du  	

fDw  
gfDv  	g
 
 

	C



fDw  
gfDv  	g

 
  	
 

	Dv  	

fDw  
g
 


 



	C



fDw  
g

  



	Dw  



 


 





	C











	f
gf





g
and similarly
Dv  	

fDw  
gfDu  	g
   f






g
So we obtain Du  kv  w  		  f





 






g
b Let 

 fvg and 

 fvg
Dcv  kcv		  Dcv  kcv



 
 Dcv  

fDcvg
 
Dcv

fDcv  g
 
Dc

fDcvg
 Dv

fDcvg
 fg
Now
Dc

fDcvg
   	C
	


fDcvgc  
 	Dcv

c   

	C





  

	f
g  f

g
and
Dv  

fDcvg
   

	C

fDcvg


 

	Dcv


 

  f

g
We obtain Dcv  kcv		  f

g f

g  fg  f

 

g
There is a deadlocks possibility in this example Deadlock occurs if the assign
ment statement v   is selected for execution in the nondeterministic choice
c  v  

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c Let 

 fvg 

 

fug 


 fug We have
Dckcvku  		  Dckcvku  



 
 Dc

fDcvku  g
 
Dcvku  

fDcg
 
We have
Dc

fDcvku  g
 
 	C
	


fDcvku  gc  
 	Dcvku  

c 
 	Dcv	

fDu  	gc 
Du  	

fDcv	gc 
 	

	C



fDu  	g

 f
g
 	

	Du  	


 

 f
g
 	



	C





 f
g  	f



g  f
g  f



g
One may check that Dcvku  

fDcg
   f




g So
we obtain Dckcvku  		  f



 




g


 Relating O and D
We will prove that SemOs		  Ds		 s  Stat   State where
Denition 
a sem  State



fg  State

is the unique mapping satisfying
sem
  
 sem   sem	w  		semw
b Sem  P
O
 P
nco
State




P
D
 P
nco
fg  State

 is given by
SemW   fsemw j wWg
Without entering into details we state that the above recursive denition is
welldened Recursion can be handled by the introduction of the xed point
of an appropriate higherorder mapping We refer the reader to 	 where
various semantic operators are dened in this way
It is easy to check that sem and Sem are injections
Denition 	 Let !ResCont be given by
!r  	 if r 
 then 
 else Dr  
We dene R  Sem
R
 Conf

P
D
as follows
Rr 	  C

!r
Rs  r 
 	  Ds!r
 
Remark that Ds		  Ds



   Rs 
 r

 
 	 Also we
have Os		  Os 
 r

 
 	 So in order to prove that SemOs		 
Ds		 it su"ces to show that Sem  O  R We will prove that Sem  O
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and R are xed points of the same higher order contraction 
R
 dened in
  and the desired result follows by Banachs xed point theorem 
Denition 
 Let S Sem
R
 Conf

P
D
 
R
 Sem
R
Sem
R
is
dened by

R
St 







f
g if t terminates
fg if t blocks
f		Sr 	 j t r 	g with respect to T
syn

Our restriction to Conf

in the denition of 
R
is justied by ac
Lemma  Sem  O  fix
R

Proof We show that for all t  Conf

 Sem  Ot  
R
Sem  Ot
If t terminates or t blocks the result follows easily by 
 and  If t has
indeed transitions we have

R
Sem  Ot  f		Sem  Or 	 j t r 	g
 fSem	Or 	 j t r 	g  
t r
Sem	Or 	
T
syn
is nitely branching	
 Sem
t r
	Or 	  SemOt  Sem  Ot

In  we prove that R  fix
R
 Lemma  is useful in the proof of 
Lemma 
a Rr

 	f
g ie if t terminates then Rt  f
g
b If r  r

then Rr 	  
maxidr		
Rr  rf
 g 
 	
c Let t  ce  r 
 	 A  maxidr  fgnfg and   A 
t

 r  rf
 g cV e 	 Let moreover T
A

P
finite
Conf


be dened by T
A

ft

j A  t

does not blockg If t does not block
then T
A

 and Rt 
S
t

T
A

f	

	Rr

 

	 j t

 r

 

	g
d If t  Conf

and t blocks then Rt  fg
e If t  Conf

and t does not block then   Rt
Proof See the appendix 
Lemma  R  fix
R

Proof We prove that tConf

Rt
R
Rt If t terminates or t blocks
then the result follows by a d If t has indeed transitions then we
proceed in two steps In the rst step we prove that Rt
R
Rt for all
ts  r 
 	 by induction on cs Here  and everywhere later  we will use
E

 E to mean that the expressions E

and E

are syntactically identical
We only consider two subcases

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 Case s  ce Let t  ce  r 
 	 A  maxidr  fgnfg
and for each A t

r  rf
 g cV e 	 Let moreover
T
A

P
finite
Conf

 be dened by T
A

ft

j A  t

does not blockg
As t does not block T
A

 and we have

R
Rcer
 	
 def 
R
	
S
t

T
A

f	

	Rr



	 j t

 r



	g
 c	 Rce  r 
 	
 Case s  s

ks

 Let ts

ks

  r 
 	 t

s

 	 rfs

	g 
 	 and
t

s

 	 rfs

	g 
 	 One can check that RtRt

Rt

 As
t does not block at least one of t

and t

does not block We only
consider the case when t

does not block and t

blocks which means
that t r

 

	  t

 r

 

	 By e   Rt

 and by d
Rt

  fg We have

R
Rt def 
R
	 
R
Rt

  ind	 Rt

 
 def 	 Rt

  fg  Rt

 Rt

  Rt
In the second step of the proof we show that 
R
Rr 	  Rr 	 when
r 	 does not block and r  r

 Let T T


 T

 P
finite
Conf

 be dened
for a given r 	 by
Tfr  rf
 g 
 	 j   maxidrg
T


ft j t  T  t blocks g
T

ft j t  T  t does not block g obviously TT


 T


By d e tT


 Rtfg and t  T

   Rt We have

R
Rr 	
S
tT

f	

	Rr

 

	 j t r

 

	g 
tT


R
Rt
Now as t  T is of the form t  r  rf
 g 
 	 for some  
maxidr and r  Stat according to the result of the rst step of our
proof we have

tT


R
Rt  
tT

Rt  def  e	 
tT

Rt
 def  d e	 
tT

Rt  
tT

Rt  
tT
Rt
 
maxidr		
Rr  rf
 g 
 	 b	 Rr 	

By combining   and Banachs xed point theorem  we obtain
the main result of this section
Theorem  SemOs		  Ds		 s  Stat   State
Proof
SemOs		  Sem  Os 
 r

 
 	   	
 Rs 
 r

 
 	  Ds



   Ds		


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 Asynchronous communication
In this section we apply the CSC technique in the semantic investigation of
a language L
asyn
providing a form of asynchronous communication Since the
main lines of reasoning were introduced in the previous section we adopt a
somewhat more terse style of presentation The syntax of L
asyn
is given in
 We assume given a set a Act of atomic actions and a set x PV ar
of procedure variables
Denition  Syntax of L
asyn

a Statements s Stat  a j x j ss j ss j sks
b Guarded statements g GStat  a j gg j gs j gkg
c Declarations D Decl  PV arGStat
d Programs  L
asyn
 DeclStat
L
asyn
provides atomic actions recursion sequential composition ss par
allel composition sks and nondeterministic choice ss As in section  for
the sake of simplicity we work with some xed declaration D The meaning
of atomic actions in L
asyn
is dened with respect to a set  State of states
We assume given an interpretation function I  ActStatef
gState
which maps atomic actions to state transformations If Ia 
 the action
a can not proceed in state  its execution is suspended Deadlock occurs when
all processes are suspended
 Operational Semantics O
Processes in L
asyn
communicate by querying and updating some shared data
structure We do not need explicit communication information in the semantic
model of L
asyn

Denition 
a Let  Id and max  PIdPId be as in 
	 and let r R 
Idf
g  Stat We dene id  RPId by idr  f j r 
g
The set r Res R of resumptions is dened as follows Res  fr j
r  R j idr jg
b Congurations t Conf  Stat IdResState ResState
We say that a conguration t is derivable if either t  ResState
or t  s  r 	  StatIdResState with   idr and  
maxfg  idr Let t Conf

be the set of derivable congurations
Denition  Transition system for L
asyn
 T
asyn
 The transition relation
 for L
asyn
is the smallest subset of Conf

ResState satisfying the ax
ioms and rules below
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A a  r 	 r 

	 if Ia  

 

R	 x  r 	

Dx  r 	
R
 s

s

  r 	

s

  r 	
R s

s

  r 	

s

  r 	
R s

s

  r 	

s

 	 rfs

g 	
R s

ks

  r 	

s

 	 rfs

	g 	
R s

ks

  r 	

s

 	 rfs

	g 	
R r 	

r  rf
 g 	   maxidr
According to axiom A an atomic action a can only be executed in those
states  where Ia  
 Its execution is suspended until a state  is reached
where the condition Ia 
 is satised The relation 

is dened in
terms of   as in section  Our restriction to Conf

and respectively
ResState in the denition of  is justied in 

As in section  we use the notation t to express the fact that t has
no transitions Also we put r

 	 
 If t  fr

gState we say that t
terminates If t and t  fr

gState we say that t blocks
Denition  The complexity measure c  StatN used in inductive proofs
for L
asyn
is dened by
ca 
cx   cDx
cs

s

 cs


cs

ops

 maxfcs

 cs

g op  f kg
One can prove that  for all t  Conf

it can be decided whether t 
 T
asyn
is nitely branching and thus the operational semantics for L
asyn
is compact and  if t

is derivable and t

 t

then t

 ResState
this is lemma 
c All proofs can proceed in two steps First for all
t  s  r 	StatIdResState by induction on cs and next for all
r 	  ResState by using the fact that the set maxidr is nite
Denition  Operational semantics O for L
asyn

a Let p P  P
nco
State


 where State


is an instance of 


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b Let   Conf

PConf

P be given for S  Conf

P by
St 









f
g if t terminates
fg if t blocks
f	Sr 	 j t r 	g otherwise
c We put O  fix and dene O		  StatStateP by
Os		  Os 
 r

 	
Lemma 
a s 
 r

 	 is a derivable conguration  Conf


b If t

is derivable and t



t

then t

is also derivable
c If t

is derivable and t

 t

then t

 ResState
	 Denotational Semantics D Relating O and D
The denotational semantics D for L
asyn
is of the type D StatD where
D


IdCont

StateP
 Cont


Idf
gt


D Cont is the domain of continuations
Here p P  P
nco
State


 is as in  and we let q range over qState



As in section  according to 	 by endowing the sets Id State and f
g
with the discrete metric which is an ultrametric we obtain unique solutions
for D and Cont as complete ultrametric spaces
Denition 	 The operator   PPP is dened by
p

 p

fq j q  p

 p

 q g  f j   p

 p

g
 is used in the semantic framework of L
asyn
as an operator for nondeter
ministic choice Its denition reects the fact that s

s

blocks in  only if
both s

and s

blocks in  and similarly for s

ks

 It is easy to check that 
is welldened nonexpansive associative and commutative
Denition 
 Denotational semantics D for L
asyn

a Let Id  ContPId by given by Id  f j  
g The mapping
C  ContStateP is dened by
C  if jIdj  jIdj then f
g
else 
maxId		
f
 g 
b We dene D		  StatStateP by Ds		Ds


 where


 	 
 and D  StatD is given by

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Da  if Ia 
 then fg else Ia	CIa 
Dx  DDx
Ds

s

  Ds

 Ds


Ds

s

  Ds

	fDs

g
Ds

ks

  Ds

	fDs

	g
Ds

	fDs

	g
D can be dened formally as xed point of an appropriate higher order
mapping We omit the details which are very similar to the ones given in
section  for L
syn

Examples  a If Ia




 Ia







 Ia




 Ia







then Da

ka

		  f





 





g
b Let Ia



 Ia





 Ia

 
 We have
Da

ka

		  Da

ka





 Da



fDa

g Da



fDa

g
 

	C

fDa

g

  fg  

	Da





  fg
 



	C



  fg  f



g fg  f



g
In the sequel we prove that sStat  Os		Ds		 We introduce an aux
iliary mapping RConf

P and show that RO by using a xed point ar
gument  Lemma  is useful in the proof of lemma  The desired
result Os		Ds		 is obtained in  as simple consequence of lemma 
The equivalence proof for L
asyn
is simple In particular the complications
introduced by the use of silent steps with no operational counterpart in the
denotational model of L
syn
are not present in this section
Denition  Let !  ResCont be given by
!r  	 if r 
 then 
 else Dr  
We dene R  Conf

P as follows
Rr 	  C!r Rs  r 	  Ds!r
Lemma 
a Rr

 	  f
g ie if t terminates then Rt  f
g
b If r  r

then Rr 	  
maxidr		
Rr  rf
 g 	
c If t blocks then Rt  fg
d If t does not block then   Rt
Proof We only treat c The proof can proceed in two steps In the rst
step one can check by induction on cs that if t  s  r 	 and t blocks
then Rt  fg Next consider the case t  r 	 As t blocks r  r

and
  maxidr  r  rf
 g 	 blocks According to the conclusion
of the rst step   maxidr  Rr  rf
 g 	fg By  and
b Rr 	
maxidr		
Rr  rf
 g 	  fg 

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Lemma  R  fix
Proof We prove that t  Conf

 Rt  Rt If t terminates or t
blocks then the result follows by  and  Next consider the case when t
has indeed transitions By d   Rt We proceed in two steps In the
rst step we prove that Rt  Rt for all t  s  r 	 by induction on
cs We treat two subcases
 Case s  a Let 

 Ia
Ra  r 	  def 	 

	Rr 

	
 

	C!r

    Rt	 Da!r  Ra  r 	
 Case s  s

ks

 Let ts

k s

  r 	 t

s

 	 rfs

	g 	 and
t

s

 	 rfs

	g 	 It is easy to check that RtRt

Rt


By the rules of T
asyn
 t does not block if at least one of t

and t

does not
block We only consider the case when both t

and t

have transitions
which means that t r 	  t

 r 	  t

 r 	 By d
  Rt

 and   Rt

 We have
Rt def 	

S
f	Rr 	 j t

 r 	g 
S
f	Rr 	 j t

 r 	g
 Rt

Rt

 ind	 Rt

Rt

 	Rt

Rt

Rt
In the second step of the proof we can show that Rr 	  Rr 	 We
omit here the details which are very similar to the ones given in the second
step of the proof of lemma 

Theorem  Os		  Ds		 s  Stat   State
Proof Os		Os 
 r

 	   	
 Rs 
 r

 	Ds


Ds		

 Correctness of denotational models
The denotational model D StatD dened in  for L
syn
is correct with
respect to the operational model O		  StatStateP
O
dened in  In
deed assume that Ds

  Ds

 The semantic function D StatD is
dened in a compositional way in the sense that the semantics of a compos
ite construct is dened in terms of the semantics of its constituents By the
compositionality of D we obtain DCs

	  DCs

	 for any L
syn
context
C	 and thus DCs

			  DCs

			 where D		  StatStateP
D
 see
 Now by using theorem  we obtain OCs

			  OCs

			 since the
mapping Sem introduced in 
 is an injection The correctness proof for
L
asyn
is similar it relies on theorem  We do not know whether our deno
tational models are also complete and thus fully abstract the full abstractness
problem was raised by Robin Milner 	 	

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 Related work
We mention here some papers where operational and denotational models for
languages similar to L
syn
and L
asyn
are dened and related by using techniques
frommetric semantics 	 In section  of 	 see also 	 De Bakker
and De Vink present an operational and a denotational semantics based on
a branchingtime domain for a language similar to L
syn
 In 	 based on

	 and 	 the failures model proposed for CSP in 	 is shown to be fully
abstract for synchronization and synchronous communication The semantic
model of L
asyn
is taken from 	 where reactive sequences sequences of pairs
of states are employed in the denition of the denotational model Reac
tive sequences are also used in 	 As a general remark more elaborated
domains are needed for the denotational models than those used for the oper
ational ones In 	 exercises  and  operational and denotational models
using continuations are sketched for a simple concurrent language However
the denotational model given there relies on an explicit operator for parallel
composition which is not the case with the CSC approach presented in our
paper
 Concluding remarks
We introduced a continuation semantics for concurrency CSC We applied
the CSC technique in the semantic modeling of two concurrent languages a
language L
syn
with CSPlike synchronous communication and a language
L
asyn
with asynchronous communication By using techniques from metric
semantics 	 we dened and related operational and denotational models
for L
syn
and L
asyn

In 	 a discussion on the relative merits of continuations vs direct seman
tics is given In particular it is remarked that at the expense of introducing
an additional complexity continuations are more exible in that there are pro
gramming concepts like coroutines that can be modeled with continuations
but not with their version of direct semantics A discussion on the relative
merits of the CSC approach vs the direct approach to concurrency is still pre
mature However it seems that the CSC technique can provide more exibility
in handling complex operations on processes In 	 we successfully applied
the CSC technique in dening and relating operational and denotational mod
els  for a language with process creation process destruction and process
cloning a process can not only commit suicide or clone itself but it can also
kill or clone any other process in the system and  for an ANDOR parallel
logic language combining reactive behavior dependent AND parallelism and
search mechanisms backtracking and OR parallelism on the basis of War
rens Andorra model 
	 We mention that all our attempts to model those
languages by using various combinations of the direct approach to concur
rency and of the classic technique of continuations failed and we dont know
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of any paper reporting denotational models for such programming concepts
A disadvantage of the approach presented in this paper is that it captures
the ow of control in a more indirect way by explicit handling of process
identiers than direct semantics does However in the case of concurrent
object oriented programming where each object and process has a name
our approach may be natural A more subtle problem with the CSC technique
 at least when the metric approach is followed  is due to the fact that the
denotational semantics function is only nonexpansive not contractive in
continuation This means that an action needs always be executed before any
step from the continuation is taken In particular this constraint forced us to
introduce silent steps with no operational counterpart in the denotational
model of L
syn

A Appendix
Let Id  ContPId be as in  Lemma A whose proof is omitted is
useful in the proofs of  and 
Lemma A
a If Id

 Id

 then d



  
b If A  Id

  Id

 then d

 

 


sup
A
d

 


Proof of Lemma  We only treat a and b
a In order to prove that C

is welldened it su"ces to see that for all
  Cont such that   jIdj     State and   maxId
f
 g
   P
D
is compact maxId is nite and 
is well dened The proof for C
	
is similar
b If Id

  Id

 then d

 

   by Aa Otherwise let A 
Id

  Id

 If jAj   or jAj   then the result is clear Oth
erwise it su"ces to show that   State  dC



 C



 
d

 

 Let A

 maxA
dC



 C




 d
A





f
g
 
A





f
g
 
 is nonexpansive A

is nite	
 max
A

d



f
 g
  



f
 g
 
d is an ultrametric	
 max
A

maxfd



f
 g
 




f
 g
 
d



f
 g
 




f
 g
 g


Cont

StateP
D
	
 max
A

maxfd

f
 g 

f
 g d

 

g
 Ab	 max
A

maxfd

 

 d

 

g
 d

 

 
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In the inductive proofs given in this appendix we use the complexity mea
sure c dened in 
Proof of Lemma 
a If s  a Act then the result follows by using a For the other
cases the result follows by induction on cs and by using the fact that


preserves compactness
b We show that d Ss

  Ss

 d

 


If s  a the result follows easily by using b c The other
cases follow by induction and by using the fact that 

is nonexpansive
c We show that d S

s  S

s 


 dS

 S


by induction on cs We treat two subcases
 Case s  a
d S

a  S

a    


 dS

 S


 Case s  s

s

d S

s

s

  S

s

s

 
 d S

s

	fS

s

g 
 S

s

	fS

s

g 
d is an ultrametric	
 maxfd S

s

	fS

s

g 
 S

s

	fS

s

g 
d S

s

	fS

s

g 
 S

s

	fS

s

g g
 ind b	 maxf


dS

 S

 dfS

s

g fS

s

gg
 Ab	 maxf


dS

 S




dS

s

 S

s

g


dS

 S

 
In order to prove  we nd it convenient to introduce an auxiliary map
ping E  which extends R to Conf

see b  where Conf

 Conf

 and
!R are dened Lemma A is useful in the proof of 
Denition A The mapping E  Conf

P
D
is dened by
Es  r  	  Ds!r 
Obviously tConf

 Et  Rt
Lemma A
a Ev  e  r 
 	  	

	Er 

	 where 

 fV eg
b Ev  e  r c 	  f
g
c Let A  maxidr  fgnfg We have
Ece  r 
 	 
if jAj then fg else 	
A
Er  rf
 g cV e 	 
d Ece  r c

 	  f
g
e Ecv  r 
 	  fg
f Ecv  r c

 	  if cc

then fvg	Er fvg	 else f
g  
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g Ex  r  	  EDx  r  	
h Es

 s

  r  	  Es

 	 rfs

g  	
i Es

s

  r  	  Es

  r  	

Es

  r  	
j Es

ks

  r  	 
Es

 	 rfs

	g  	

Es

 	 rfs

	g  	
k Let ts  r c 	 Conf

 If t blocks then Et  f
g
l Let ts  r c 	 Conf

 If t does not block then

  Et  
t r






	Er

 

	
Proof We only treat k and l
k Follows easily by induction on cs and by using the denition of 
l By induction on cs If s  v  e s  ce or s  c

v and c

c then t
blocks We only consider two more subcases
 Case s  cv cv  r c 	 r fvg	 is the single transition of
cv  r c 	 and Ecv  r c 	  fvg	Er fvg	
 Case s  s

ks

 Let ts

ks

  r c 	 t

s

 	 rfs

	g c 	
and t

s

 	 rfs

	g c 	 As t does not block at least one of
t

or t

does not block We only consider the case when t

does not
block and t

blocks In this case t r

 

	 t

 r

 

	 We have
Et  Aj	 Et

 Et

  Ak	 Et

 f
g def 	
 Et

 ind	 
t

 r






	Er

 

	  
t r






	Er

 

	

Proof of Lemma  We only prove b c and e
b Rr 	C

!r
maxId
r			
!r!rf
 g
 
Id!r  idr!r  Dr!rf
 g  !rf
 g	
 
maxidr		
Dr!rf
 g
 
 
maxidr		
Rr  rf
 g 
 	
c We use the notations in the enunciation of c Let moreover T
A

ft

j Ag and T
A


 ft

j A t

blocksg Obviously T
A
 T
A

T
A



Since t does not block T
A
  and T

  We have
Rt Ac	 	
t

T
A Et

	
t

T
A

Et

 
t

T
A

Et


 t

T
A


 Et

f
g by Ak def 	 	
t

T
A

Et


 t

 T
A

 
  Et

 by Al def 	 	
t

T
A

Et


 Al r

 

	Conf

	
S
t

T
A

f	

	Rr

 

	 j t

 r

 

	g
e First one can check by induction on cs that if t  s  r 
 	
Conf

 and t does not block then   Rt Next consider the case
t  r 	 Conf

 If r  r

then  Rt  f
g If r  r

then as t
does not block 

 maxidr such that r

 

 rf
 

g 
 	
does not block According to the conclusion of the rst step of the
proof   Rr

 

 rf
 

g 
 	 By  and respectively b
  Rt  
maxidr		
Rr  rf
 g 
 	 
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